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Part 1.

Statewide Project Partner(S)

The New Hampshire Department of Justice (hereinafter “the Agency”) received a Federal grant
from the US Department of Justice Office for Victims of Crime (OVC) beginning October 2018.
This grant in part was to assist the agency to redevelop a State Victim Assistance Academy
(SVAA).
Since 1995, OVC has provided critical leadership by addressing training needs to professionals
responding to victims of crime, through the development of SVAAs. SVAAs are intensive,
immersive training opportunities, similar to that of police academies, for early career victim
service providers and other allied professionals. These academies have become central initiatives
for integrating cross-disciplinary, interagency trainings that prepare and support early career
learning and skill-building, and promote meaningful collaborations among providers working
with victims of crime. SVAAs ensure that crime victims and survivors will receive culturally
relevant, trauma informed services they need to achieve safety, support healing and promote the
pursuits of justice. The need for quality training that SVAAs provide has been widely identified
through national scope assessments, including most recently the Vision 21: Transforming Victim
Services, Final Report and a Statewide victim services stakeholder needs assessment the Agency
conducted in 2019. The Statewide needs assessment results can be found at:
https://www.doj.nh.gov/grants-management/index.htm.
Participants of New Hampshire’s SVAA will come from the fields of law enforcement and
victim advocacy; including domestic/sexual violence crisis centers, prosecutor offices, CASA of
NH and child advocacy centers.
The SVAA will provide foundational training on topics such as:
• Trauma
• Building Community Partnerships
• Resiliency
• Dealing with Difficult People
• Victims Compensation
• Boundaries
• Ethics
• Cultural Competency/ cultural humility
The Agency seeks a project partner to develop the curriculum for (Component A) and provide
ongoing logistical support to (Component B) the SVAA. It is anticipated that the first SVAA
will be held in May of 2021. See Part 7 for Statement of Work.
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The Agency created a SVAA Steering Committee that will be closely involved with the creation,
execution, and ongoing development of the SVAA.
Part 2.

Eligibility

Individual(s) and/or organization(s) capable of curriculum development and instructional design
and/or training project management and logistical support, in partnership with the Agency,
Statewide victim services stakeholders and the SVAA Steering Committee.
Part 3.

Award

If the State decides to award a contract as a result of this RFP process, any award is contingent
upon approval of the Contract by Governor and Executive Council of the State of New
Hampshire.
The Agency will require the successful bidder to execute a fixed price Contract using the Terms
and Conditions of the State of New Hampshire P-37 Form Contract. While the Agency may
consider minor modifications of this form during negotiations, the State will not accept material
changes from this form agreement. To the extent that a Proposer believes that exceptions to the
standard form contract will be necessary for the vendor to enter into the Agreement, the Proposer
should note those issues during the Proposer inquiry period. The Agency will review requested
exceptions and accept or reject the same at its sole discretion. If the Agency accepts a Proposer’s
exception the Agency will, at the conclusion of the inquiry period, provide notice to all potential
vendors of the exception which has been accepted and indicate that the material change is
available to all potential bidders. Any exceptions to the standard form contract that are not
raised during the vendor inquiry period are waived. In no event is a Proposer to submit its own
standard contract terms and conditions as a replacement for the State’s terms in response to this
solicitation.
If an award is made, it shall be made based upon evaluation of the submitted proposals in
accordance with the review process outlined in Part 9 below. The award will be based upon
criteria, standards, and weighting identified in Part 9 of this RFP.
The Term of the Contract(s) will be from the date of Governor and Council approval through
September 30, 2021.
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Part 4.

Proposal Submission Requirements, Deadline, and Location Instructions

Proposals submitted in response to this RFP must be received by the Agency, no later than the
date specified in the Schedule of Events section, herein. Proposals may be submitted by E-mail.
Proposals must be addressed to:
Grants.Apps@doj.nh.gov
c/o
Danielle Snook
Proposals must be clearly marked as follows:
STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
RESPONSE TO RFP # GMU-03
Project cost proposal shall be submitted only in a separate sealed envelope by mail at the
following address:
RFP # GMU-03 Price Proposal
Grants Management Unit
33 Capitol Street
Concord, NH 03301
Unless waived as a non-material deviation in accordance with Part 10. h, late submissions will
not be accepted. Delivery of the Proposals shall be at the Proposer’s expense. The time of
receipt shall be considered when a Proposal has been officially documented by the Agency, in
accordance with its established policies, as having been received at the location designated
above. The Agency accepts no responsibility for mislabeled mail or mail that is not delivered or
undeliverable for whatever reason. Any damage that may occur due to shipping shall be the
Proposer’s responsibility.
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Part 5.

Schedule of Events

The following table provides a Schedule of Events for this RFP through Contractor negotiations.
The Agency reserves the right to amend this Schedule at its sole discretion and at any time
through a published Addendum.

EVENT

DATE

LOCAL
TIME

RFP Released

3/11/2020

Proposer Inquiry Period Ends

3/30/2020

4:00 p.m.

Final Agency Responses to Proposer Inquiries posted online

4/13/2020

4:00 p.m.

Proposer(s) Submit Proposals

4/27/2020

Oral Interviews

TBD, as
necessary

Estimated Notification of Selection and Begin Contractor
Agreement Negotiations

5/18/2020

Part 6.

Proposal Inquiries

All inquiries concerning this RFP, including but not limited to, requests for clarifications,
questions, and any changes to the RFP, shall be submitted via email to the following RFP
designated Points of Contact:
TO: Danielle.Snook@doj.nh.gov
Inquiries must be received by the Agency’s RFP Points of Contact no later than the conclusion of
the Applicant Inquiry Period (see Schedule of Events section, herein). Inquiries received later
than the conclusion of the Applicant Inquiry Period shall not be considered properly submitted
and may not be considered.
The Agency intends to issue official responses to properly submitted inquiries on or before the
date specified in the Schedule of Events section, herein; however, this date is subject to change at
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the Agency’s discretion. The Agency may consolidate and/or paraphrase questions for
sufficiency and clarity. The Agency may, at its discretion, amend this RFP on its own initiative
or in response to issues raised by inquiries, as it deems appropriate. Oral statements,
representations, clarifications, or modifications concerning the RFP shall not be binding upon the
Agency. Official responses by the Agency will be made only in writing by the process described
above.
Part 7.

Statement of Work

For the below statement of work there are two different parts in which a vendor can apply for.
Vendors can apply for the statement of work for both Component A and B or Component A
independently or Component B independently. If a vendor is applying for both Components,
please include a price/budget for Component A and Component B separately.
The SVAA will offer 40 hours of training with a mixed methodology of in-person and web based
content, for a cohort of 30 students. The proposed date of the first academy is May 2021. The
location is TBD within the State of New Hampshire with the Steering Committee and Agency
having the final decision on location. The Steering Committee will identify various subject
matter experts to provide input into the training content and to deliver the modules. Therefore,
the selected vendor is not required to be a subject matter expert.
The proposer must at a minimum address the responsibilities outlined below in Component A
and/or Component B and describe the plan to achieve the responsibilities:
7-a Component A: Curriculum Development
•

The Vendor shall meet with the SVAA Steering Committee and other identified partners
on a regular basis to identify and evaluate professional development and learning needs.
This includes participation in various workgroups, meetings and quality assurance
activities.

•

The Vendor shall develop, update and maintain learning curricula based on needs
assessments, current research and collaboration with the SVAA Steering Committee and
other subject matter experts.

•

The Vendor shall apply a spectrum of learning methodologies to maximize transfer of
learning for participants, with a primary emphasis on adult learning modalities,
specifically skill-building opportunities such as role-playing and flipped classroom
methods, self-care, and web based training.
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•

The Vendor shall assist in providing a train the trainer session for presenters prior to the
SVAA.

•

The Vendor shall develop and maintain an evaluation system/structure using best practice
learning evaluation methodologies, which at the minimum shall include measures of:
a) Participant satisfaction at the end of every learning module delivered;
b) Pre and post knowledge and skill tests to assess gains in knowledge and skill from
before to after learning; and
c) The evaluation of curriculum content, trainer fidelity to curricula and trainer
competence in learning delivery.

•

The Vendor shall provide feedback, follow up and debriefing after the training to the
Steering Committee. The evaluation system must ensure learning delivery is aligned with
the SVAA mission and approved by the Steering Committee.

•

The Vendor shall deliver a final report that includes the finalized curriculum, evaluation
takeaways, and a proposal regarding how the Agency might improve future years of
SVAA. The final report due date will be August 2021.

7-b Component B: Facilitate the SVAA Process
•

The Vendor shall take leadership of the process including:
o Developing a task plan and timetable
o Plan and facilitate two-hour monthly SVAA Steering Committee meetings until
September 2021.
o Prepare and distribute meeting agendas and minutes with SVAA committee input.

•

The Vendor shall facilitate SVAA logistics including:
o Communicating with the training facility
o Contacting and scheduling trainers
o Facilitate a train the trainer session for presenters prior to the SVAA
o Web based learning modules
o Design student registrations and applications
o Coordinate on site logistics during the SVAA
8
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Part 8.

Oral Interviews

If the Agency determines that it is appropriate, proposers may be invited to oral interviews
and/or product demonstrations. The Agency retains the sole discretion to determine whether to
conduct oral interviews and how many interviews to conduct. Proposers are advised that the
Agency may decide to conduct interviews with less than all responsive vendors.
The purpose of oral interviews and product demonstrations is to clarify and expound upon
information provided in the written Proposals. Proposers are prohibited from altering the basic
substance of their Proposals during the oral interviews and product demonstrations. The Agency
may ask the Proposer to provide written clarifications of elements in their Technical Proposal
regardless of whether it intends to conduct Oral Interviews.
Information gained from oral interviews and product demonstrations will be used to refine
technical review scores assigned from the initial review of the Proposals.
Part 9.

Selection Criteria and Award Process

An award will be made based on a competitive scoring process and are subject to the approval of
the Attorney General and the Governor and Executive Council. NH Department of Justice staff
will do an initial review of all proposals for compliance. A panel of NH Department of Justice
staff and one or more members from outside the NHDOJ will review and score all compliant
applications.
The Agency will use a scoring scale of 100 points for each Component, a maximum of 80 points
awarded based on the Technical Proposal and a maximum of 20 points awarded for the Price
Proposal, which will be distributed as set forth below.
Scoring Values:
Qualifications of Key Personnel – 15
Understanding the SVAA Needs – 20
Approach – 30
Project Management – 15
Price – 20
Maximum total points for each Component – 100
Bonus Points – 4
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Two points will be awarded under Component A and 2 points will be awarded under
Component B for proposals addressing both Components.
Qualifications of Key Personnel
Component A and B: Proposals will be evaluated based on the qualifications
demonstrated by the lead and other primary team members. Primary team members are
individuals other than the lead who will be responsible for activities outside of basic
administrative duties. Lead and other primary team members must possess at minimum a
bachelor’s degree. The lead must have at least three (3) years’ experience in curriculum
development and instructional design and/or training project management and logistical
support. They must also demonstrate the technical ability to complete a project of this
scope and size.
Understanding the SVAA Needs
A.

Description

The SVAA is an intensive shared learning experience for early career victim assistance
providers, victim advocates, law enforcement personnel, and allied professionals,
including, but not limited to CASA GALs, CAC staff and others who routinely work with
crime victims.
B.

Goal

The SVAA is designed to improve the level of knowledge and skills of participants to
enhance the quality of services provided to victims of crime in New Hampshire.
C.

Objectives

These hours of interactive learning will benefit participants by:
a. Assisting professionals in more fully meeting the needs of victims
b. Creating communities of practice through collaborative learning
c. Expanding professionals’ understanding of different systems involved with
victims of crime
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d. Encouraging collaboration and partnerships to promote person-centered services
e. Assisting professionals in maintaining and enhancing sustainable practices
f. Improving collaboration, networking, and partnerships
Both Component A and B Proposals will be evaluated on the conceptual understanding of
the objectives of the SVAA outlined in this RFP. The applicant shall provide a
description of their role and how it will assist in meeting the objectives of the SVAA.
Approach
Component A: A plan for curriculum development and instructional design will
demonstrate a methodology and understanding of curriculum development and
evaluation. In order to demonstrate an understanding in these areas, the proposal must
state the rationale underlying the elements of the plan. The plan must address all
responsibilities outlined in part 7-a of this RFP. This plan must also demonstrate a
working knowledge of adult learning modalities and web based learning. The proposer
shall outline how they will build in a trauma informed approach to demonstrate an
understanding of the sensitivity of crime victim issues and subjects.
Component B: A plan for facilitation and logistical support will demonstrate a
methodology and understanding of training project management planning and logistics.
In order to demonstrate an understanding in these areas, the proposal must state the
rationale underlying the elements of the plan. The plan must address all responsibilities
outlined in part 7-b.
Project Management
Component A and B: Proposals will be evaluated based on how well they establish that
the organization and those responsible for management of the project have sufficient
capabilities, experience, and resources to manage a project of this scope and size.
Interested entities can establish management capability by submitting:
a) a management plan that describes the tasks each member of the team will
complete,
b) a task milestone chart that describes:
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i.

the development of the curriculum (Component A); and/or

ii.

the facilitation and logistical support (Component B); and

c) the tasks that the team will need to engage in to provide necessary deliverables,
and the timelines by which those tasks will be completed.
The management plan and task milestone chart must be detailed enough to establish the
management capabilities of prospective project managers.
Price
Price Proposals will be reviewed upon completion of the final technical scoring of
Proposals. The Proposer’s Price Proposal will be allocated a maximum potential score of
20 points. Proposers are advised that this is not a low bid award and that the scoring of
the Price Proposal will be combined with the scoring of the Technical Proposal to
determine the overall highest scoring Proposer.
The following formula will be used to assign points for costs:
Proposer’s Price Score = (Lowest Proposed Price / Proposer’s Proposed Price) x Weight
The highest scored proposal will receive a recommendation for approval.
Recommendations are subject to approval by the Attorney General and the Governor and
Executive Council. The Agency will enter into negotiations for a contract with the
selected proposer. The form of contract will be substantially similar to the document set
forth as Appendix A.
Part 10.

Additional Terms

a. RFP Addendum -The Agency reserves the right to amend this RFP at its discretion,
prior to the Proposal submission deadline. In the event of an addendum to this RFP,
the Agency, at its sole discretion, may extend the Proposal submission deadline, as it
deems appropriate.
b. Public Disclosure - Pursuant to RSA 21-G:37, all responses to this RFP shall be
considered confidential until the award of a contract . At the time of receipt of
proposals, the Agency will post the number of responses received with no further
information. No later than five (5) business days prior to submission of a Grant
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Agreement to Governor & Executive Council pursuant to this RFP, the Agency will
post the name, and rank or score of each proposer.
The content of each Proposer’s Proposal shall become public information upon the
award of any resulting Contract. Any information submitted as part of a response to
this request for proposal (RFP) may be subject to public disclosure under RSA 91-A.
In addition, in accordance with RSA 9-F:1, any contract entered into as a result of this
RFP will be made accessible to the public online via the website Transparent NH
(http://www.nh.gov/transparentnh/). Confidential, commercial or financial
information may be exempt from public disclosure under RSA 91-A:5, IV. If a
Proposer believes any information submitted in response to this request for proposal
should be kept confidential, the Proposer must specifically identify that information
where it appears in the submission in a manner that draws attention to the designation
and must mark/stamp each page of the materials that the Vendor claims must be
exempt from disclosure as “CONFIDENTIAL.” Proposers must also provide a letter
to the person listed as the point of contact for this RFP, identifying the specific page
number and section of the information you consider to be confidential, commercial or
financial and providing your rationale for each designation. Marking or designating
an entire proposal, attachment or section as confidential shall neither be accepted nor
honored by the State. Proposers must also provide a separate copy of the full and
complete document, fully redacting those portions and shall note on the applicable
page or pages that the redacted portion or portions are “confidential.”
Notwithstanding a Proposer’ designations, the State is obligated under the Right-toKnow law to conduct an independent analysis of the confidentiality of the
information submitted in a proposal. If a request is made to the State by any person
or entity to view or receive copies of any portion of the proposal, the State shall first
assess what information it is obligated to release. The State will then notify you that
a request has been made, indicate what, if any, information the State has assessed is
confidential and will not be released, and specify the planned release date of the
remaining portions of the proposal. To halt the release of information by the State, a
Vendor must initiate and provide to the State, prior to the date specified in the notice,
a court action in the Superior Court of the State of New Hampshire, at its sole
expense, seeking to enjoin the release of the requested information.
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c. Non-Commitment - Notwithstanding any other provision of this RFP, this RFP does
not commit the Agency to award a grant. The Agency reserves the right, at its sole
discretion, to reject any and all Proposals, or any portions thereof, at any time; to
cancel this RFP; and to solicit new Proposals under a new acquisition process.
d. Ethical Requirements - From the time this RFP is published until a contract is
awarded, no bidder shall offer or give, directly or indirectly, any gift, expense
reimbursement, or honorarium, as defined by RSA 15-B, to any elected official,
public official, public employee, constitutional official, or family member of any such
official or employee who will or has selected, evaluated, or awarded an RFP, or
similar submission. Any bidder that violates RSA 21-G:38 shall be subject to
prosecution for an offense under RSA 640:2. Any bidder who has been convicted of
an offense based on conduct in violation of this section, which has not been annulled,
or who is subject to a pending criminal charge for such an offense, shall be
disqualified from bidding on the RFP, or similar request for submission and every
such bidder shall be disqualified from bidding on any RFP or similar request for
submission issued by any state agency. A bidder that was disqualified under this
section because of a pending criminal charge which is subsequently dismissed, results
in an acquittal, or is annulled, may notify the department of administrative services,
which shall note that information on the list maintained on the state’s internal intranet
system, except in the case of annulment, the information, shall be deleted from the
list.
e. Validity of Proposal -Proposals must be valid for one hundred and eighty (180) days
following the deadline for submission of Proposals in Schedule of Events, or until the
Effective Date of any resulting Contract, whichever is later.
f. Proposal Preparation Cost - By submitting a Proposal, a Proposer agrees that in no
event shall the Agency be either responsible for or held liable for any costs incurred
by a Proposer in the preparation of or in connection with the Proposal, or for Work
performed prior to the Effective Date of a resulting Contract.
g. Proposal Submission Requirements - Proposers are permitted to submit only one (1)
Proposal in response to this RFP.
h. Agency Rights - The Agency reserves the right to waive minor or immaterial
deviations from the RFP requirements, if deemed to be in the best interest of the
State.
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i. All curricula developed and delivered through the Vendor are owned by the Agency
and may be released to or shared with other entities only with explicit approval of the
Agency. These curricula should be stored on the Agency S: drive and updated as
content is updated by the Vendor.

Part 11.

Contact Information

From the date of release of this RFP until an award is made and announced regarding the
selection of a Proposer, all communication with personnel employed by or under contract with
the Agency regarding this RFP is forbidden unless first approved by the RFP Point of Contact
listed in the Proposal Inquiries section, herein. Agency employees have been directed not to
hold conferences and/or discussions concerning this RFP with any Contractor during the
selection process, unless otherwise authorized by the RFP Point of Contact. Questions related to
this request for grant proposal should be sent to the RFP Point of Contact Danielle Snook, at
Danielle.Snook@doj.nh.gov or (603) 271-1301.
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Appendix A
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